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RENAULT KIGER sporty smart stunning
price starts at â‚¹ 5.99 lakhs*
explore moreview offer
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RENAULT TRIBER life on demand
price starts at â‚¹ 5.99 lakhs*
explore moreview offer
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RENAULT KWID      live for more
price starts at â‚¹ 4.69 lakhs*
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NEW BEGINNINGS START WITH RENAULT 
more features. more comfort. more safety. 
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BS6 step 2 compliant range*CHOOSE SAFETY.  CHOOSE RENAULT. 
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live for more
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TRIBER
SPACE FOR EVERYTHING
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KIGER
sporty smart stunning
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THE SMARTER WAY TO EXPLORE RENAULT  
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Renault Virtual Studio
Indulge into an interactive car buying experience as we bring the showroom home with Renault Virtual Studio. Witness your favourite car come alive.
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Renault Virtual Assistant
Got questions about Renault? Ask our AI based chatbot, Renault Virtual Assistant (RVA), to enjoy a hassle-free experience.
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LATEST AT RENAULT  
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Refer a Renault across the country and avail exciting benefits
know more
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Explore the advanced safety features of Renault range
know more
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Unveil Renault Kigerâ€™s enhanced features and design updates
know more
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Experience life on demand with the ultra-modular Triber
know more
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Achieve big every day with a bolder Renault Kwid
know more
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want to be our dealer partner?

apply now



FIRST-CLASS SERVICES TO KEEP YOU GOING  
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